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Introduction
Whether you are a complete newcomer to the Arabic language or have previously
studied Modern Standard Arabic or a colloquial dialect, the Beginning Learner’s
Egyptian Arabic Dictionary will help you gain a solid foundation in Arabic as it is
spoken today. Beyond just being a reference in which to look up words to
understand what you hear or express yourself, this dictionary is designed to be a
self-study tool which you can explore to build your core vocabulary and
understanding of the language through the headwords, translations, grammar
and usage notes, example sentences, and free downloadable audio tracks.
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I would like to thank Heba Salah Ali for partnering with me on this project to
produce a fantastic and much-needed resource for Arabic learners. We adapted
the materials from the Beginning Learner’s Levantine Arabic Dictionary taking
great care to make sure everything in the book is authentic Egyptian vocabulary,
pronunciation, and style.
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FREE ACCOMPANYING AUDIO

S

You
can
download
or
stream
the
accompanying audio tracks from our website,
where you can also find other resources.

www.lingualism.com/BLEAD
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Using the Dictionary
To use a dictionary in any language, you need to be somewhat familiar with the
writing system and grammar. If you are not yet comfortable enough with the
Arabic alphabet, phonemic transcription is provided alongside the Arabic script.
For quick reference, at the beginning of the section for each letter, you can find
its pronunciation, phonemic transcription, and its position in the alphabetical
order. Remember, of course, that Arabic is written from right to left.
Each entry in the dictionary begins
with a headword ○
1 in large, bold
font followed by its phonemic
trancription○
2 , its part of speech○
3 ,
and inflected forms ○
4 including
irregular plurals, elatives, and
imperfect verbs. On the next line,
the English translation○
5 is followed
by an example sentence○
6 .

1
○

$ِﻛﺒ
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2
3
4
○
○
○
kibīr ADJECTIVE (PLURAL:

ELATIVE:

أ ْﻛﱪ

ُﻛﺒﺎر

kubār,

ʔákbar )

6
5 big, large  ﰲ اﻟﺒﻴﺖ0ﺣﻨﺎ ﻋﺎﻳْﺸ
○
ْ ○إ
ْ

. ده اﻟﲇ ﻋﲆ اﻟﺘّ ّﻞ7اﻟ ﱢﻜﺒ

m
a

ʔíɧna 3ayšīn

fi -lbēt ikkibīr da (í)lli 3ála -ttall. We
live in that big house on the hill.

• Any relevant notes follow the entry

Entries, columns, and pages are
in a gray box. References to
entries or notes in other parts of
arranged from left to right (as this is
the dictionary are preceded by
essentially a book in English about
the symbol Ü.
Arabic), but Arabic is written from
right to left. So, when an example
sentence wraps onto the next line, it continues from the middle of the line, that
is, before the phonemic transcription starts to its right, as shown with arrows in
the above entry.

S

We have included dozens of valuable notes about grammar, pronunciation, and
usage in the dictionary (in gray boxes, as above). A lot of these apply to more
than just the entries they follow. However, instead of grouping them together as
extended grammar and pronunciation guides, they have been scattered
throughout the dictionary to encourage exploration and so that you can see
information alongside relevant examples. Linguistic terms are explained in the
gray boxes after their first appearance in the dictionary. You can also look up
terms in the English Index on p. 149 to find the location of their explanations.
Of course, we cannot explicitly highlight every interesting point of grammar for
every headword and example sentence. The intention is to teach you what kind
of things to look for in the entries and how to use the example sentences to learn
more about the language from observation. The example sentences show how
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words can be used with other words in sentences. By studying these, you can see
if a verb requires a preposition before its object, for instance, or get a better
understanding of word order and how it compares to English.
Synonyms usually have parallel example sentences. This was done intentionally so
that if you come across two words with the same translation, you know that they
are interchangeable. This is important because, otherwise, learners are left with
doubt in their minds about how to use new words: “Which one is correct? Can I
say it this way, too?”
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Notes on pronunciation appear at the beginning of the section for each letter of
the alphabet, as well as in gray boxes under certain entries, especially in the first
section (for alif). Each letter’s phonemic transcription is also given. It is good to
become familiar with these symbols, as we use them throughout the this
dictionary and other Lingualism materials to show pronunciation and word stress,
and whether vowels are long or short, which is not always apparent from the
Arabic script.

m
a

Note that example sentences in the first-person singular (“I”) are usually masculine,
as this requires more basic forms of adjectives to which the feminine ending  ـﺔ-a
can be added. For example,  أﻧﺎ ﺟﻌﺎنʔána ga3ān. This is how a man would say “I
am hungry.” A woman would say  أﻧﺎ ﺟﻌﺎﻧﺔʔána ga3āna. Although a female voice
artist, Heba Salah Ali, recorded the accompanying audio, she reads the examples
in the masculine singular as they appear in the dictionary.

S

Tips for Looking Up Words

Arabic dictionaries can be arranged in one of two ways: alphabetically, or more
traditionally, by root (three or four consonants around which words are formed).
Determining a word’s root is an added challenge for learners, so we have opted
for a straightforward alphabetical arrangement in this dictionary. This presents
another challenge, however, as Arabic words can take prefixes and suffixes.
To find a word’s basic form listed in the dictionary, you need to be able to
recognize and remove any prefixes from a word you encounter and want to look
up. (Suffixes pose less of a challenge since they appear at the end of a word.)
Some knowledge of Arabic grammar is needed to do this with ease, so it may
seem a bit daunting at first, but it does get easier as you learn more about
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grammar. In the meantime, here are some common prefixes to watch out for and
(following the symbol à) what you should look up instead.
Note: This does not mean you should always remove the following letters
from the beginning of a word. They may, in fact, be a part of the basic
word itself. But if you suspect it is a prefix (from your knowledge of
grammar or the context) or can’t find it the first time you try to look it up,
remove it and look up the word again.
 أElative adjectives begin with أ. So, if you are trying to look up  أ ْﻛﱪand can’t find
it under أ, try removing the initial letter and looking at entries around where ﻛﱪ
would be in the dictionary. You’ll find .( ْﻛﺒbig) has the elative form أ ْﻛﱪ
(bigger/biggest).  أcan also be the first letter of some irregular plurals: َأ ْوﻻد
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(children) à ( َوﻟﺪchild) ; or the first-person (‘I’) singular imperfect prefix: ( أ ْﻛ ِﺘﺐI
write) à ( ﻛﺘﺐwrite)

 اﻟـdefinite article: ( اﻟﺒ ْﻴﺖthe house) à ( ﺑ ْﻴﺖhouse)

m
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 ِﺑـis the prefixed preposition ‘in’ when on a noun: ( ِﺑﺎﻟﺒ ْﻴﺖin the house). On a verb,
it is a particle that specifies the present tense: ( ِﺑ ْﺘ ِﺤ ّﺐyou love) à ( ﺣ ّﺐlove)

 ﺗـThis can be a conjugated second-person (‘you’) or third-person feminine singular
(‘she’) imperfect verb: ( ِﺗ ِﺤ ّﺐyou love).

S

 ﻓـso, therefore: ( ﻓﺄﻧﺎso I…) à ( أﻧﺎI) (But in practice, whether it is prefixed or not
varies from person to person. We write it separately as ﻓﺎ.)
 ﻋـmeans ‘on’ or ‘to’, especially before a definite article: ( ﻋﺎﻟﺒ ْﺤﺮto the sea) à ﺑ ْﺤﺮ
(sea). (We write it separetly as  َع.)
 ﻛـas: ( ﻛﺒﻮﻟﻴﺲas police) à ( ﺑﻮﻟﻴﺲpolice)

 ِﻟـon a noun means ‘to’ or ‘for.’ When added to a word beginning with the definite
article اﻟـ, the alif ( )اdrops becoming  ِﻟﻠـ: ( ِﻟﻠ ِﺒ ْﻨﺖfor the girl) à ( ِﺑ ْﻨﺖgirl)
 ﻣـhas many uses. It can form a negatie verb, together with the suffix ـﺶ: ( ﻣﻜﺘ ْﺒﺶhe
didn’t write) à ( ﻛﺘﺐhe wrote, to write). It can also form an active or passive
participle. Some common participles are listed in the dictionary, but if you’re
having trouble, replace it with  اto find the verb it is based on. ( ِﻣ ْﺘﺠ ﱢﻮزmarried)
à ( اِﺗْﺠ ﱢﻮزget married). For another interesting use, Üsee the second to last note
on p. 121.
 ﻧـforms the first-person plural imperfect verb: ( ِﻧ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐwe write) à ( ﻛﺘﺐwrite)
 ﻫـmarks the future tense: ( َﻫ ِﻴ ْﻌ ِﻤﻞhe will do) à ( ﻋﻤﻞdo)
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 وmeans ‘and.’ Many people write is prefixed, as is correct in written MSA, but
many Egyptians write it separately, as do we in our materials. ( وأﻧﺎand I) = و أﻧﺎ
 ﻳـis the prefix for third-person masculine singular (‘he’) and third-person plural
(‘they’) conjugations: ( ِﻳ ْﻜ ِﺘﺐhe writes), ( ِﻳ ِﻜ ْﺘﺒﻮاthey write) à ( ﻛﺘﺐwrite)

Also, keep in mind that many nouns (and adjectives) have irregular plurals formed
by adding vowels between the consonants or even dropping them. Look around
to see if you can spot the word you are trying to look up in the parentheses for
plural forms: ( ُﻣ ُﺪنcities) à  ﻣﺪﻳﻨﺔNOUN (PLURAL: ) ُﻣ ُﺪن
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Tashkeel are the diacritics written above or below letters in Arabic. They show
short vowels: (  َـa,  ِـi,  ُـu ), the lack of a vowel (  ْـas in  ﻛﺘ ْﺒﺖkatabt ), or a doubled
consonant (  ّـas in  إ ﱡﻧﻪʔínnu ). Tashkeel can be disregarded when it comes to
alphabetical order. To keep the text from being overly cluttered with tashkeel on
every letter, in this book and other Lingualism materials, we do not write them
when it would be redundant. Firstly, we consider fatha (  َـa ) the default vowel, as
it is the most common. If a non-final consonant lacks tashkeel, assume it takes
fatha. Secondly, sukuun (  ) ْـis not written on the final consonant of a word, as a
final consonant is not normally followed by a short vowel (unlike in Modern
Standard Arabic, which has case endings). Finally, the definite article is written
without tashkeel, notably without sukuun:  اﻟﺒ ْﻴﺖilbēt (Here, we should not assume
fatha is pronounced above the unmarked ل.)
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S

As a primarily spoken language, Egyptian Arabic has no official spelling rules.
There are popular conventions, but individuals may spell words differently or
inconsistently even, sounding them out each time they write them.
An English-Arabic Index can be found after the Arabic-English dictionary to help
you find words. Please see the introduction to the index on p. 149.
A Phonemic Transcription Index on p. 160 can help you look up words by how
they sound if you have trouble looking up a word in Arabic script.
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isolated

medial

final

ا ا

initial

ا

Arabic-English Dictionary
ـﺎ ـﺎ

Alif is the first letter of the Arabic alphabet. It can represent the long vowel ā
(which can sound like the vowels in the English words ‘can’ and ‘father,’
depending on the word. Alif is also used as a carrier for hamza ( )ءand/or short
vowels. Because alif has so many roles, we need to take a look at each in more
detail. Pronunciation notes can be found in the gray boxes on the following
pages.
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ابتثجحخدذرزسشصضطظعغفقكلمنﻩوي

أ ّب

ʔabb NOUN (PLURAL:

أ ّﺑﻬﺎت

ʔabbahāt )

m
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father .ب
ّ  اﻟ ّﺮا ِﺟﻞ ده َﻫ ِﻴﺒْﻘﻰ أirrāgil da

hayíbʔa ʔabb. This man will become
a father.

S

• At the beginning of a word, alif
with hamza (  ) ءwritten over it
represents the short vowel a. We
could also write it with fatha ( ) َـ
above it ( ) َأ, but in this book,
we generally omit fatha, the most
common short vowel, to avoid
cluttered script. If a non-final
consonant is not marked, you can
assume it takes fatha (that is, is
followed by the short vowel a.

اِ ْﺑ ِﺘﺴﺎﻣﺔ

closer to the vowel in set
depending on the neighboring
consonants. It is best to listen to
the audio and mimic the native
speaker’s pronunciation.

ibtisāma NOUN

smile .ﺷﻪ
ﺎً ﻋ ْﻨ ُﺪﻩ اِﺑْ ِﺘﺴﺎﻣﺔ ﻋﲆ ِو ﱡLْ دا

dáyman 3ándu ʔibtisāma 3ála wíššu.
He always has a smile on his face.
• Kasra (  ) ِـis transcribed i and is
usually pronounced as in the
English word sit, but it can sound

اِ ْﺑﺘﺴﻢ

ِ  ِﻳ ْﺒ ِﺘyibtísim )
ibtásam VERB ( ﺴﻢ

smile .ﺼﻮرة
ّ ُﻫ ﱠﻮ اﺑْﺘﺴﻢ ﻋﺸﺎن اﻟ

húwwa -btásam 3ašān iʂʂūra. He
smiled for the photograph.
• Both in English and Arabic
dictionaries, verbs are given in
their citation (base) form. For
English, that’s the infinitive: (to)
smile. In Arabic, the most basic
form of a verb is the perfect (that
is, past tense) 3rd person singular
(ﻫ ﱠﻮ
ُ húwwa) form. So, in a natural
context

اِ ْﺑﺘﺴﻢ

ibtásam really

means he smiled, but in the
dictionary it’s translated as the
infinitive.
• The imperfect form (given in
parentheses) has several uses in
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ًأﺑﺪا

Arabic, including to build the
present and future tenses. Just
by knowing the perfect and
imperfect forms, you can
conjugate most verbs if you know
the rules of conjugation. (You can
learn more about verb tenses
and conjugations in our book
Egyptian
Colloquial
Arabic
Verbs.)
ʔábadan ADVERB

ِ  ﻣﺒْ ِﺘﺘﱢma-btittiʂílšə
never .ً ﺼﻠْﺶ أﺑﺪا
ʔábadan. She never calls.

• Alif with two fatha ( ً ) اappears at
the end of some adverbs and is
pronounced -an. Some people
write the two fatha on the
preceding consonant: أﺑ ًﺪا

إ ْﺑﺮة

S

ʔalāʔi -lʔíbra. I can’t find the needle.

• Alif with hamza written under it is
always pronounced i. We could
write it  ِإwith the short vowel

sign kasra ( ) ِـ, but this would be
redundant, so we avoid this in
this book.

إ ْﺑﺮﻳﻞ

the actual plural of  إ ْﺑﻦʔibn is
rarely used in everyday language.
There are two variations to this
plural, so the more common one
is listed first.

أ ْﺑ َﻴﺾ

ʔábyaɖ ADJECTIVE (FEMININE: ﺑ ْﻴﻀﺎ
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 ﺑﻴﺾbīɖ )
white .ﺟ ّﺪي أﺑْﻴَﺾ
ِ ﺷ ْﻌﺮ
bēɖa, PLURAL:

ša3rə gíddi

ʔábyaɖ. My grandfather’s hair is
white.

• Although we generally omit fatha
in this book (Ü See note for ب
ّ أ
on the previous page), we do
write it when it appears by the
letters  وand ي, as these letters
can be used both as consonants
and vowels. (Ü See p. 142 and
147)
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 إﺑﺮʔíbar )
needle . ِﻣﺶ ﻗﺎ ِدر أﻻﻗﻲ اﻹﺑْﺮةmiš ʔādir
ʔíbra NOUN (PLURAL:

shown for  إ ْﺑﻦʔibn are actually
those of a synonym  َوﻟﺪwálad, as

ʔibrīl NOUN

ِ  اﻟﺠ ّﻮilgáwwə ɧilwə
April .ﺣﻠْﻮ ﰲ إﺑْﺮﻳﻞ
fi ʔibrīl. The weather is nice in April.

 إ ْﺑﻦʔibn NOUN (PLURAL:  ِوﻻدwilād, أَ ْوﻻد
ʔawlād )

son . إﺑْﻨﻲ ﰲ اﳌ ْﺪرﺳﺔʔíbni

fi -lmadrása. My son is at school.
• Notice that the plural forms

• Normally, an adjective is made
feminine by adding  ـﺔ-a. But
some, as in this entry, use a
different pattern, so the feminine
form is given for you.

اِﺗْﺄ ّﺧﺮ

itʔáxxar VERB ( ﺧﺮ
ّ  ِﻳ ْﺘﺄyitʔáxxar )

be late .ﻐﻠُﻪ
ْ ﺑﺎﺑﺎ اﺗ ْﺄ ّﺧﺮ ﻋﲆ ُﺷ

bāba -tʔáxxar 3ála šúɣlu. Dad is late
for work.
• Shadda (  ) ّـrepresents a double

consonant. It is used in Arabic
instead of writing a consonant
twice:  اِﺗْﺄ ّﺧﺮitʔáxxar A double
consonant is pronounced longer.

• Study the example sentences in
this
dictionary
to
better
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understand how words are used
in context and are connected to
other words in a sentence. In
English, ‘late’ can be followed by
the preposition ‘for,’ but in
Egyptian Arabic, the preposition
is  ﻋﲆ3ála (lit. on).

اِﺗْﺄ ﱢدب

itʔáddib VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺄ ﱢدبyitʔáddib )

behave !ﺟ ّﺪك
ِ ﺖ ﺑْ ِﺘﺘْﻜﻠﱢﻢ ﻣ َﻊ
َ ْاِﺗ ْﺄ ﱢدب و إﻧ

itʔáddib w ínta btitkállim má3a gíddak!
Behave when you speak to your
grandfather!
• Notice that kasra, which is
normally written below the line
(under a consonant), appears
immediately under shadda in
most fonts. (Fatha, in contrast,
would appear above it: ) ﱠـ

اِﺗْﺒﺴﻂ ِﺑـ

S

enjoy .ا ِﺗ ْﺒﺴﻂ ِﺑﺎﻟﺤ ْﻔﻠﺔ

itbásaʈ bi-lɧáfla.

He enjoyed the party.

have fun, enjoy oneself ا ِﺗ ْﺒﺴﻄْﺖ ﰲ

.اﻟ ﱢﺮ ْﺣﻠﺔ

itbasáʈt fi -rríɧla. I had fun on

the trip.

ə

ittába3 VERB (  ِﻳ ﱢﺘ ِﺒﻊyittíbi3 )

obey, adhere to, follow اﻟﺘّﻼﻣﻴﺬ ﻻ ِزم

.0ِﻳﺘﱢﺒْﻌﻮا اﻟ َﻘﻮاﻧ

ittalamīz lāzim

yittíb3u -lʔawanīn. Students should
obey the rules.

اِﺗْﺒﻨﻰ

itbána VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘ ِﺒﻨﻲyitbíni )

be built .ﺴﻨﺔ اﻟﲇ ﻓﺎﺗِﺖ
ّ اﳌﻄﺎر اِﺗ ْﺒﻨﻰ اﻟ
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ilmaʈār itbána (i)ssána -lli fātit. The
airport was built last year.

• In the phonemic transcription, an
initial vowel in parentheses
means that it could be elided in
relaxed speech (itbána -ssána) but
was pronounced more carefully
by the native speaker on the
audio as itbána ʔissána without
eliding the vowel.
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ِ ِﻳ ْﺘ ِﺒ
itbásaʈ bi- VERB ( ﺴﻂ ِﺑـ

yitbísiʈ bi- )

اِﺗّﺒﻊ

• While the English verb ‘enjoy’
takes a direct object, the Arabic
verb  اِﺗْﺒﺴﻂitbásaʈ requires the
preposition  ِﺑـbi-. Keep your eyes
out for such verbs throughout the
dictionary. There are several.
Some show the preposition
alongside the entry word while
others can be found by studying
the example sentences.

اِﺗﱢﺠﺎ ْه

ittigāh NOUN

direction . ِﻣﴚ ﰲ اﻻِﺗ ﱢﺠﺎ ْه اﻟﻐﻠﻂmíši

fi -lʔittigāh ilɣálaʈ. He went in the
wrong direction.

• When a plural form is not listed for
a noun, you can assume that it is
regular. For non-human nouns, as
this one, the regular plural ending
is  ـﺎت-āt: ِا ﱢﺗﺠﺎﻫﺎت
ittigahāt
(directions)
• The letter  ﻩh is usually silent at
the end of a word, but when it is
pronounced, we will put a sukuun
(  ) ْـover it for you.

اِﺗْﺠ ﱢﻮز

itgáwwiz VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺠ ﱢﻮزyitgáwwiz )

marry, get married

. ده

ﺼﻴْﻒ
ّ َﻫ ِﻴﺘْﺠ ﱢﻮز اﻟ

hayitgáwwiz iʂʂēf da. He will get

married this summer.
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اِﺗْﺤ ّﺮك

itɧárrak VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺤ ّﺮكyitɧárrak )

move .ﴪﻋﺔ
ْ ُ  اﻟ ُﻘﺮود ِﺑ ِﻴﺘْﺤ ّﺮﻛﻮا ِﺑilʔurūd

biyitɧarráku bi-súr3a. Monkeys move
fast.
•

You may notice that the
preceding and following pages
contain many verbs beginning
with  اِﺗـit-. This is a common
pattern for verbs, which we
designate as measures V, VI, and
VII. You can learn more about
verb measures (patterns) in our
book Egyptian Colloquial Arabic
Verbs.

اِﺗْﺤ ﱢﻜﻢ

itɧákkim VERB ( ِﻳ ْﺘﺤ ﱢﻜﻢ

control .ﻜﻢ ﰲ ﻣﺸﺎ ْﻋ ُﺮﻩ
ِﺑ ِﻴﺘْﺤ ﱢ

biyitɧákkim fi mašá3ru. He controlled
his emotions.

S

• Sukuun (  ) ْـis written above a
consonant to show that it is not
followed by a vowel sound: اِﺗْﺤ ﱢﻜﻢ
itɧákkim.
itxāniʔ VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺨﺎ ِﻧﻖyitxāniʔ )

fight .ﺼﺒْﻴﺎن ِﺑ ِﻴﺘْﺨﺎﻧْﻘﻮا
 اﻟ ﱡiʂʂubyān

biyitxánʔu. The boys are fighting.

اِﺗْﺨ ّﺮج

itxárrag VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺨ ّﺮجyitxárrag )

graduate .ﻜﻠّﻴﺔ
ُ ِﻫ ﱠﻲ ﻫ ِﺘﺘْﺨ ّﺮج ﻗُﺮﻳﱢﺐ ِﻣﻦ اﻟ

híyya hatitxárrag ʔuráyyib min
ilkullíyya. She will soon graduate
from college.

اِﺗْﺪ ّرب

húwwa -tdárrab ʔabl ilmubarā. He
exercised before the game.

اِﺗْﺪ ْﺷ ِﺪش

itdášdiš VERB ( ِﻳ ْﺘﺪ ْﺷ ِﺪش

yitdášdiš )

ِ  اﻟﻄّﻴّﺎرة اِﺗ ْﺪ ْﺷ ِﺪiʈʈayyāra
crash .ﺷﺖ
(i)tdašdíšit. The plane crashed.

اِﺗْﺮﻋﺶ

ِ ْ  ِﻳyitrí3iš )
itrá3aš VERB ( ﱰ ِﻋﺶ

e
l
p

shake .ﱰِ ِﻋﺶ ﻋﺸﺎن اﻟﺠ ّﻮ ﺑ ْﺮد
ْ  ﻛﺎن ِﺑ ِﻴkān

biyitrí3iš 3ašān ilgáwwə bard. He was
shaking because the weather is
cold.

• When fatha (  َـa) is adjacent to
consonants pronounced in the
back of the mouth and throat
(Ü See note for  صp. 74), it is
pronounced as in the English
word father. It is not always
possible
to
predict
alif’s
pronunciation in a word, so it is
best to mimic what you hear in
the audio.

m
a

yitɧákkim )

اِﺗْﺨﺎ ِﻧﻖ

exercise .ﻫ ﱠﻮ اﺗ ْﺪ ّرب ﻗﺒْﻞ اﳌ ُﺒﺎراة
ُ

itdárrab VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺪ ّربyitdárrab )

practice .ﺳﺒﻮع
ْ ُِﺑ ِﻴﺘْﺪ ّرب ﻋﲆ اﻟ ِﺒﻴﺎﻧﻮ ﻛُ ّﻞ أ

biyitdárrab 3ála -lbiyānu kullə ʔusbū3.
He practices the piano every week.

اِﺗْﺴ ّﻠﻖ

itsállaq VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺴ ّﻠﻖyitsállaq )

climb .ﺟﺒﺎل
ِ ﺐ ِﻳﺘْﺴﻠّﻖ
ّ  ِﺑﻴْ ِﺤbiyɧibbə

yitsállaq gibāl. He likes to climb
mountains.

اِﺗْﺴ ّﻮق

itsáwwaʔ VERB ( ِﻳ ْﺘﺴ ّﻮق

yitsáwwaʔ )

ِ  راrāɧit
go shopping .ﺣﺖ ﺗِﺘْﺴ ّﻮق
titsáwwaʔ. She went shopping.

اِﺗْﺸﺎ ِﻛﻞ

itšākil VERB (  ِﻳ ْﺘﺸﺎ ِﻛﻞyitšākil )

fight .ﺼﺒْﻴﺎن ِﺑ ِﻴﺘْﺸﺎﻛْﻠﻮا
 اﻟ ﱡiʂʂubyān

biyitšáklu. The boys are fighting.
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غ

غ ﻏـ ـﻐـ ـﻎ
isolated

initial

medial

final

e
l
p

Ghayn is the nineteenth letter of the Arabic alphabet. It is the voiced equivalent
of the letter  خx and has no equivalent in English. It is pronounced like the
guttural r of French and German. Phonemic transcription: ɣ

ابتثجحخدذرزسشصضطظعغفقكلمنﻩوي

ﻏﺎﺑﺔ

stupid, silly .ﺴﻪ ﻏﺒﻲ أَ ْوﻗﺎت
ُ ِﺑ ِﻴ ْﻌ ِﻤﻞ ﻧ ْﻔ

ɣāba NOUN

m
a

forest . اﻟ ّﻨﺎر د ّﻣ ِﺮت اﻟﻐﺎﺑﺔinnār

dammárit ilɣāba. The fire destroyed
the forest.

ًﻏﺎ ِﻟﺒﺎ

S

ɣālíban ADVERB

probably .π ﻏﺎﻟِﺒﺎ ً ﻋﺎ ِﻳﺰ ﻟ،اﻟﺒﻴْﺒﻲ ِﺑﻴْﻌﻴّﻂ

ilbēbi biy3áyyaʈ, ɣālíban 3āyiz lában.
The baby is crying because he
probably wants milk.

ﻏﺎﱄ

ɣāli ADJECTIVE (FEMININE:

ELATIVE:

أ ْﻏﲆ

ﻏﺎ ْﻟ َﻴﺔ

ʔáɣla )

ɣálya,

expensive . اﻟﺨﺎﺗِﻢ ﻏﺎﱄilxātim ɣāli.

The ring is expensive.

ﻏﺎ ِﻣﻖ

ɣāmiʔ ADJECTIVE (PLURAL:

َﻏﻮا ِﻣﻖ

biyí3mil náfsu ɣábi ʔawʔāt. He acts
stupid sometimes.

ﻏﺪا

ɣáda NOUN (PLURAL:

ﻏ ْﺪوات

ɣadwāt )

lunch .ﻐﻞ
ْ  ﺑﺎﻛُﻞ ﻏﺪاﻳﺎ ﰲ اﻟ ﱡﺸbākul

ɣadāya fi -ššuɣl. I eat my lunch at
work.

ﻏ ْﺮب

ɣarb NOUN (NO PLURAL)

west .ي ِﻣﻦ اﻟﻐ ْﺮب
ّ  اﻟ َﻬﻮا ﺟﺎilháwa

gayyə min ilɣárb. The wind is coming
from the west.

ِﻏ ِﺮق

ɣíriʔ VERB ( ﻐﺮق
ْ  ِﻳyíɣraʔ )

be inundated اﳌﺪﻳﻨﺔ ِﻏ ْﺮ ِﻗﺖ ﰲ

.اﻟ َﻔﻴَﻀﺎن

ilmadīna ɣírʔit fi -lfayaɖān.

ɣawāmiʔ, ELATIVE:

The city was inundated in the flood.

húwwa lābis ʔamīʂ ʔáɧmar ɣāmiʔ.
He’s wearing a dark red shirt.

ɣíriʔ fi -nnahr. The boy drowned in
the river.

 أ ْﻏﻤﻖʔáɣmaʔ )
dark .ﺣﻤﺮ ﻏﺎ ِﻣﻖ
ْ ُﻫ ﱠﻮ ﻻ ِﺑﺲ ﻗﻤﻴﺺ أ

ﻏﺒﻲ

ɣábi ADJECTIVE (PLURAL:  أ ْﻏ ِﺒﻴﺎʔaɣbíya,

ELATIVE:

أ ْﻏﺒﻰ

ʔáɣba )

drown . اﻟ َﻮﻟﺪ ِﻏ ِﺮق ﰲ اﻟ ّﻨ ْﻬﺮilwálad

ﻏﺮﻳﺐ

ɣarīb ADJECTIVE (ELATIVE:

strange .ً ﺟ ّﺪا
ِ ﻏﺮ ﻳﺐ

أ ْﻏﺮب

ʔáɣrab)

ِﺑ ْﻨﻌﻴﺶ ﰲ ﻋﺎ
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color ﻀﻞ؟
ّ  أﻳْﻪ ﻟ ْﻮﻧﻚ اﳌ ُﻔʔē lōnak

ilmufáɖɖal? What is your favorite
color?

ﻟ ﱢﻮن

láwwin VERB (  ِﻳﻠ ﱢﻮنyiláwwin )

ﻟﻴﻪ

lī(h) PSEUDO-VERB

ِ  اﻟ َﻮ ْرد ده ﻟﻴﻪ رﻳﺤﺔilwárdə
have .ﺣﻠْ َﻮة

da lī rīɧa ɧílwa. Those flowers have a
nice smell.

color .ﺼﻮرة
ّ  اﻟ ِﻌﻴﺎل ﻟ ﱢﻮﻧﻮا اﻟil3iyāl

lísta NOUN

list .ﺴﺘﺔ ِﺑﺄﺳﺎﻣﻲ اﻟﺘّﻼﻣﻴﺬ
ْ اﳌ ُﺪ ﱢرس ﻋ ْﻨ ُﺪﻩ ﻟﻴ

YOU F.

ﻟﻴ ْﺴﺘﺔ

líyya
YOU M.

lawwínu -ʂʂūra. The children colored
the pictures.

HE

ilmudárris 3ándu lísta
bi-ʔasāmi -ttalamīz. The teacher has
a list with the name of students.
nighttime

 ِﺑﺎﻟ ّﻠ ْﻴﻞbi-llēl ADVERB at night ِﻫ ﱠﻲ
. ﻣ ِﺒﺘْﻨﺎ ْﻣﺶ ﻛْ َﻮﻳﱢﺲ ِﺑﺎﻟﻠّﻴْﻞhíyya

S

lēla NOUN (PLURAL:

َﻟﻴﺎﱄ

layāli )

night .ﺤﻠﻢ ﺑﻴﻚ ﻛُ ّﻞ ﻟﻴْﻠﺔ
ْ  أﻧﺎ ﺑʔána

báɧlam bīk kullə lēla. I dream of you
every night.

līna

e
l
p

līk

Ãﻟﻴ

ﻟﻴﻜﻮ
līku

līki

ﻟﻴﻪ
lī

ﻟﻴ ﻬ ﺎ

ﻟﻴ ُﻬﻢ

līhum

līha

• A more common way to express
‘have’ is the construction ﻋ ْﻨ ُﺪﻩ

ma-bitnámšə kwáyyis bi-llēl. She
doesn’t sleep well at night.

ﻟ ْﻴﻠﺔ

ﻟﻴﻨﺎ

ﻟﻴﻚ

m
a

lēl NOUN

SHE

ﻟ ْﻴﻞ

ﻟِ ّﻴﺎ

WE

ʔalwān )

YOU PL.

أ ْﻟﻮان

THEY

lōn NOUN (PLURAL:

I

ﻟ ْﻮن

ﻟ ْﻴﻪ

3ándu (p. 90).  ﻟﻴﻪlī is used mainly
1) if the subject is inanimate (as in
the example sentene); 2) if the
object is a family member, body
part, or characteristic.

lē ADVERB

why  ﻟﻴْﻪ ﻋﻤﻠْﺖ ﻛِﺪه؟lē 3amáltə kída?

Why did you do that?
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م

م ﻣـ ـﻤـ ـﻢ
isolated

initial

medial

final

e
l
p

Miim is the twenty-fourth letter of the Arabic alphabet. It is pronounced m (as
in the English word man). Phonemic transcription: m

ابتثجحخدذرزسشصضطظعغفقكلمنﻩوي

ﻣﺎ ﻋﺪا

ma 3áda PARTICLE

kull iɖɖuyūf míšyu ma 3áda ʔúxti. All
the guests have left except my
sister.

S

ِ yimūt )
māt VERB ( ﻮتL

die ي؟
ْ  اﻟ ّﻜﻠْﺐ ﻣﺎت إ ّزاikkálbə māt

ʔizzāy? How did the dog die?

ﻣﺎ ّدة

mádda NOUN (PLURAL:

َﻣﻮا ّد

mawádd )

subject ﻌﻠﻮم و اﻟﺘّﺎرﻳﺦ ﻛﺎﻧﻮا َﻣﻮا ّدي
ُ اﻟ

. ﰲ اﳌ ْﺪرﺳﺔ0ﻀﻠ
ّ اﳌ ُﻔ

māɖi ADJECTIVE

m
a

except .ﺧﺘﻲ
ﻛُ ّﻞ اﻟ ﱡ
ْ ُﻀﻴﻮف ِﻣ ْﺸﻴﻮا ﻣﺎ ﻋﺪا أ

ﻣﺎت

ﻣﺎﴈ

past ! ا ِﻧْﴗ اﳌﺎﴈínsa -lmāɖi!

Forget the past!

ﻣﺎﻣﺎ

māma NOUN (NO PLURAL), FEMININE

mom  أﺳﺎ ْﻋ ِﺪك ﰲ اﳌﻄْﺒﺦ؟ï ﻋﺎﻳْﺰا،ﻣﺎﻣﺎ

māma, 3ayzāni ʔasá3dik fi -lmáʈbax?
Mom, do you want me to help you
in the kitchen?  ﺑﺎس7
اﻟ َﻮﻟﺪ اﻟ ﱡ
ّ ﺼﻐ

.ﻣﺎ ْﻣﺘُﻪ

ilwálad iʂʂuɣáyyar bās mámtu.

The little boy kissed his mom.

il3ulūm w ittarīx

• If a feminine noun ends in ـﺎ, it is

kānu mawáddi -lmufaɖɖalīn
fi -lmadrása. Science and history
were my favorite subjects in school.

treated as if it were spelled ـﺔ,

ﻣﺎﳾ

which becomes  ِـﺘـ-it-, before a
pronoun suffix:  ﻣﺎﻣﺎmāma à ﻣﺎ ْﻣ ُﺘﻪ

māši ADVERB

okay, all right !ﻜﺮه
ْ ُ  ﻫ ﺎﺟ ﻲ ﺑ، ﻣ ﺎ ﳾ

māši, hāgi búkra! Okay, I will come
tomorrow!

mámtu (Ü See note for

ﻣﺎ ّﻳﺔ

p. 57.)

ُرﺗ ْﺒﺔ

máyya NOUN (NO PLURAL)

 ﻟَ ْﻮ،ُﻣ ْﻤ ِﻜﻦ ﺗِ ّﺪﻳﻨﻲ ْﺷ َﻮﻳﱢ ْﺔ ﻣﺎﻳّﺔ
 ﺳﻤ ْﺤﺖ؟múmkin tiddīni šwayyit

water
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rútba

máyya, law samáɧt? Could you give
me some water, please?

ﻣﺎﻳﻮ

māyu NOUN (NO PLURAL)

May .ﻌﺪ ﻣﺎﻳﻮ
ْ  ﺷ ْﻬﺮ ﻳﻮﻧْﻴﻮ ﺑšahrə yúnyu

ba3d māyu. The month of June is
after May.
ə

ُﻣﺒﺎراة

ُﻣﺒﺎ َرﻳﺎت

mubarā NOUN (PLURAL:

mubarayāt )

game, match .ﺴﺒﻮا اﳌ ُﺒﺎراة
ْ ِ ﻛóّ ُﻫ

húmma kísbu -lmubarā. They won the
game.
• You may notice that a lot of words
in Arabic begin with  ﻣـma-,  ِﻣـmi,
and  ُﻣـmu-. These prefixes are
used to create various word
forms equivalent to the suffixes ing, -er, -ed, etc. in English.

ﻣ ْﺒﺴﻮط

mabsūʈ ADJECTIVE

S

mabsūʈ ʔínnak ɧabbēt hidiyyítak. I’m
happy that you liked your gift.
mablūl ADJECTIVE

wet .ﻌﺮي ﻣﺒْﻠﻮل
ْ  ﺷšá3ri mablūl. My

hair is wet.

ﻣ ْﺒﻨﻰ

mábna NOUN (PLURAL:

ïﻣﺒﺎ

mabāni )

building .ﺟﺪﻳﺪ
ِ  اﳌﺒْﻨﻰilmábna gidīd.

The building is new.

ِﻣ ْﺘﺄ ّﺧﺮ

mitʔáxxar ADVERB

late .ﺧﺮ
ّ  َوﺻﻞ اﻟ ﱡﺸ ْﻐﻞ ِﻣﺘْﺄwáʂal iššúɣlə

mitʔáxxar. He arrived late at work.

ِﻣ ْﺘﺄ ﱢﻛﺪ

mitʔákkid ADJECTIVE

certain, sure ﺼﻴْﺖ
ّ  ﺑ،ﺼﺒْﺢ
ِﻣﺘْﺄﻛﱢﺪ إ ّن ده اﻟ ﱡ

.ﰲ اﻟ ّﺴﺎﻋﺔ

ﻣ ْﺘﺤﻒ

mátɧaf NOUN (PLURAL:

mitʔákkid ʔinnə da (i)ʂʂúbɧ,

ﻣﺘﺎ ِﺣﻒ

matāɧif )

museum اﻟﺘّﻼﻣﻴﺬ ُﻣ ْﻤ ِﻜﻦ ِﻳﺰوروا اﳌﺘْﺤﻒ

.ِﺑﺒﻼش

ittalamīz múmkin yizūru

(i)lmátɧaf bi-balāš. Students can visit
the museum for free.

ُﻣﺘﺤ ﱢﻤﺲ

e
l
p

mutaɧámmis ADJECTIVE

excited .ﺠﺪﻳﺪ
ُﻣﺘﺤ ﱢﻤﺲ ﻟِﻠ ﱡﺸ ْﻐﻞ اﻟ ﱢ

mutaɧámmis li-ššuɣl iggidīd. I am
excited about (lit. to) this new job.

• Notice the preposition used after
this adjective. Prepositions do
not always translate directly
between Arabic and English.

m
a

ِ ﻣﺒْﺴﻮط إﻧّﻚ ﺣﺒّﻴْﺖ
happy, glad .ﻫ ِﺪﻳﱢﺘﻚ

ﻣ ْﺒﻠﻮل

baʂʂēt fi -ssā3a. I am certain it is
morning. I looked at the clock.

ِﻣ ْﱰﺗﱢﺐ

mitráttib ADJECTIVE

tidy, organized

!إ ّزاي

ﺷﻮف اﻟﺒﻴْﺖ ِﻣ ْﱰﺗ ﱢﺐ

šūf ilbēt mitráttib ʔizzāy! Look

how tidy the house is!

ِﻣ ْﱰو

mítru NOUN (PLURAL:

ِﻣ ْﱰوﻫﺎت

mitruhāt )

subway .ﱰو
ْ ِ  ﻫﺎ ُﺧﺪ اﳌhāxud ilmítru.

I’ll take the subway.

ُﻣﺘﺴﺎوي

mutasāwi ADJECTIVE (ُﻣﺘﺴﺎ ْو َﻳﺔ

mutasáwya )

equal .ﺟﻮاﻧِﺐ ُﻣﺘﺴﺎ ْوﻳَﺔ
َ اﳌ ُﺮﺑّﻊ ﻟﻴﻪ

ilmurábba3 lī gawānib mutasáwya. A
square has equal sides.

ِﻣ ْﺘﻌﺎ ِدل

mit3ādil ADJECTIVE

even  ِﻳﺒْﻘﻰ،0
ْ ﻛُ ّﻞ وا ِﺣﺪ ﻛِ ِﺴﺐ اﻟﻠﱢ ْﻌﺒﺔ ﻣ ﱢﺮﺗ

.0ﻛُﻠﱡ ُﻬﻢ ِﻣﺘْﻌﺎ ْدﻟ

kullə wāɧid kísib illí3ba

marritēn, yíbʔa kullúhum mit3adlīn.
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English-Arabic Index
This index is to help you locate Arabic entries in the dictionary. Keep in mind that
words in English often have more than one meaning and are sometimes used as
different parts of speech. For example, the English word ‘age’ can be a noun (how
old one is) as well as a verb (to get older). If an English word has multiple page
number references, you may need to look up each and examine its part of speech,
usage in context (through the example sentences), and other grammatical
information to find the right word and use it correctly. Although having a full
English-Arabic side to the dictionary would be convenient, we have avoided this
for two main reasons. It would mean repeating the same information several times
in different places in the dictionary, tripling its size and doubling its cost. Also,
there is value in taking time to get to know new words and understand how a
word in English may have more than one meaning and thus a number of
translations in Arabic. Spending this extra time examining entries to find the right
one is an effective learning tool. And this is the goal of a learner’s dictionary.
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Linguistic terms are shown in bold. You can find explanations of these terms on
the page numbers referenced.
ability 101
able 101
about 29, 44, 89,
148
above 98
abroad 22
absolutely 46
accelerate 65
accident 39
according to 42
achieve 134
across 84
across from 103
across the street
103

adhere 3
afraid 45, 46
after 23
afternoon 78
again 27
age 68, 84, 108
agitated 16
ago 130
agree 101, 143
air 141
alif 1
alif maddah 8
all 110
all right 31, 81,
118
allow 67
alone 116
along 36
alongside 36
also 22, 110
although 58

S

act 89, 96, 120
active 136
activity 136
actor 130
additional 27
address 90

always 50
am 15
am not 124
America 14
American 15
amount 110
analysis 95
and 142
angry 120
animal 44
another 27
answer 7, 37
ants 137
any 18
apartment 72
appearance 126
appearing 20
apples 29
appointment 127
appropriate 114,
131

approximately
44, 148
April 2
Arab 85
Arabic 85
are not 124
area 123, 131
arid 33
arm 51
army 38
around 29, 44,
148
arrive 144
art 98
as 62, 116
as well 22, 110
ask 63
assignment 142
assortment 29
at 90, 98
at night 117
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Phonemic Transcription Index
3abr 84
3āda 83
3ádad 85
3add 85
3ádda 85
3ādil 83
3adúww 85
3aɖm 87
3afš 87
3ágab 84
3ágala 84
3ággiz 84
3agība 85
3agūz 84
3aks 88
3ála 88
3ālam 83
3álam 88
3alāma 88
3álani 88
3āli 83
3álla 88
3állaʔ 88
3állim 88
3ām 84
3ámal 89
3āmm 84
3amm 89
3ámma 89
3ammítu 89
3an 89
3and 90
3āqib 83
3árabi 85
3arabíyya 85
3áraɖ 85
3arɖ 86
3āríɖit ʔazyāʔ 83

3árraf 86
3arūsa 86
3āš 83
3áša 86
3ašān 86
3ášara 87
3aʂfūr 87
3āʂífa 83
3aʂīr 87
3aʂr 87
3áʂri 87
3áwwar 90
3āyiz 84
3áyyal 90
3ayyān 90
3áyyaʈ 90
3ázam 86
3āzib 83
3ázzil 86
3aʔd 87
3āʔil 83
3āʔíli 83
3aʔl 87
3ēla 91
3ēn 91
3ēš 90
3īd 90
3ílba 88
3ilm 88
3inwān 90
3írif 86
3išrīn 87
3íyi 91
3uɖw 87
3úmla fáɖɖa 89
3umr 89
3umūmi 89
3uʔd 87

-ak 106
bā3 20
bá3at 23
ba3d 23
ba3dēn 23
ba3ɖ 23
bāb 19
bāba 19
bádaʔ 21
bádri 21
baɧr 21
bálad 24
balakōna 24
bállaɣ 24
bálʈu 20
bālu 20
balūna 20
bána 25
bank 25
banʈalōn 24
banzīn 24
bard 21
bárɖu 22
bārid 19
barkíng 19
bárra 22
bárrad 22
bās 19
basīʈ 22
baskawīt 22
baskūt 22
bass 22
bášra 22
bāʂ 20
baʂʂ 3ála 22
bāt 19
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baʈāʈis 23
baʈīʔ 23
baʈn 23
baʈʈ 23
báʈʈaʔ 23
bawwāba 25
bāyin 20
báyyin 26
báʔa 24
báʔar 24
bēbi 25
bēɖ 25
bēn 25
bēt 25
bi- 19
bi-balāš 20
bi3īd 23
bidāya 21
bi-gádd 21
biɖā3a 23
bilástik 24
bilūza 24
bínsa 24
bint 24
bīr 25
bīra 25
biriʈanyā 22
bíši3 22
bitā3 20
biyānu 25
bíznis 25
bi-ʐʐábʈ 20
buhār 25
búkra 24
bulīs 25
búnni 25
burnēʈa 22
burtuʔān 21
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